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Alatract. A new simulation lemma is proved. Based on this lemma we prove that for each 
synchronixd E(IL form a propagating EOL form can be crjllstructed with the same’ tz-farnil>. 
Introduction 
In the theory of EOL forms, simulation lemmas; constitute an important tool. 
Among them the so-called ‘one-to-many’ and ‘many-to-one’ simulations are well 
known (see [ 1. 2, 3, 81). 
These simulation lemmas were used to prove various normal form results (\ce 
[3] and [SJ). Later on it turned out that ‘one-to-many’ and ‘many-to-one’ simulations 
do not only preserve language families but also n-families (see [a]); this can CW’II 
be proved for more involved simulations (see [h]). 
In [3] a technique was presented to construct :i propagating EOL form, equivalent 
to a given synchronized EOL form. However, it remained an open problem ( SW 
[-tJ) whtther or not this construction preserves also n-families. In the present paper 
\ve prove that this is indeed the case. The paper is divided into two parts. In the 
first section we recall the basic definitions concerning EOL forms. In the second 
section we present a new simulation result based on which we svill prove the main 
theorem of the paper. 
1 Preliminaries 
We assume the reader to be familiar with the basics of formal language theory 
(:.ee, e.g., [S] and [7]), especially with the theory of EOL forms (see, e.g., [3, S. 81). 
To fix the notation used throughout this paper we recal’c the following definitions. 
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Let 2, d be alphabets such that d c 2. Then by presz,J and erz,3 (presj and erJ 
if 22 is understood) we denote the homomorphisms of C* which are defined as 
follows. For (Y E 2, presI_Ja = cy if u E A, otherwise presl?;.j cy = n. For cy E 2, er2,Ja = 
a if a E 2 - A, otherwise erX,,cu = /I. 
An EOL system F is denoted by F = ( V, C, f, S) where V is its totaE alphabet, 2 
is its terminal alphabet, P is its set of productions and SE V- 2 is its axiom; the 
elements of V - C are called nonterminals. The derivation relation in F is denoted 
by + (-5 if F is understood from the context). The relations =&!, +$ and =$ (k 
a nonnegative integer) have the usual meaning. We use the abbreviation cy + p x to 
denote that LY --E x belongs to P. 
To associate with an EOL system F a number of grammatically similar systems 
we proceed as follows. Let A be an alphabet, a d&substitution T on A is a finite 
substitution such that for each cy E 3, I is a finite set of symbols, and for 0, j3 E A, 
<I ~B,I(CY)n~(P)=B.ForaproductionsetP={a-tx(n-,,I)wedefine?(P)by 
An EOL form is just tin EOL system. We use the name form rather than system 
whenever we are dealing with properties concerning language families rather than 
with properties concerning languages. Let F = ( V, L’, P. S), F’ = ( V’, C’, P’, S’) !xz 
EOL forms and let p be a dfl-substitution on V. Then F’ is called an interpretatiorz 
of F (mod p ). F’ ci F( cl) for short, if the following conditions are satisfied: 
(il for each cue V’-z”, p ‘(a)~ V-z‘, 
(ii) for each cy E 2’, E_C ‘(CU)C 2’. 
(iii! P’c p(P). and 
(iv) S’t I. 
‘/if-‘) ={l.(F’#-’ <! F}. 
Turd. for ;I positive integer II. the rl-jhnzily of f=, denc)<ed by Y”‘(F). is defined by 
y “( F-‘) = { y-t, ‘tF’i/F’ -4 f-1. 
i lower cast’ Icttcrs denote terminals, upper case letters dtlnc>te nontermin:lls and 
the ;rxiom equals the left-ktrrd side of the first listed producrrol1). 
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2. Results 
In this section we prove a simulation lemma which preserves n-families for each 
positive integer n. Based on this lemma we prove that the construction from [3] of 
a propagating EOL form, form equivalent to a given synchronized EOL form also 
preserves n-families. This solves an open problem from [4]. First we need the 
following definition. 
Ddinition 2.1. L.et F = ( V, 2, P, S) be an EOL form and let x E V*. Then we define 
stepFx by 
stepF x = min 
{ 
tl x $3 E C* 
I 
if {t 1 x-3 k i E 2*} is nonempty, otherwise stepF x = XX 
Lemma 2.2. Let F, = ( VI, C, PI, S) and F2 = ( V, u V2, 2, P2, S) be two EOL form 
such that VI n Vz = 8 and CY 3 g., x implies x E V$ for CI E V,. 
Moreover, assume that the following conditions hold: 
(SIM 1) cy + p, x implies 
(there exists a production CY + p7 z such that 
- pres l/, z = x, erv, z - y and 
y 3 k-, 7 implies 9 = A whenever k = step[., x < 0~). 
(SIM 2) (Y E V, , Q + p2 z, presv, z = A and er v, z = y implv d 
( a + f2, x, and y + & y implies y = A whenever k = step[.,, x < ~7). 
Then L( F,) = L( F2). 
Proof. Let F1 and F2 be as in the statement of the lemma. Let cy E V,, .r c 2I* and 
let II be a positive integer. We prove that 
N 5 x if and only if a!& ~ ,. 
1 
(2.1) 
The proof goes by induction on n. 
We first prove (2.1) for n = 1 
Assume that cy E; V,, x E C* and CY=+, X. Then cy + x and thus from (SIM 1) it 
follows that there exist ~1’ + p, z, presv, z = x, erv, z = y, and, moreover, that y+ F2 jj 
implies jj = -1 whenever k = stepr, x < :x. Since x E C*, stepF, x = 0 and hence y = A. 
Consequently z=x and a+,~. 
Conversely, if cy E V, . x E ,V’and ar +-? x, then (SIM 2) yields LY + “, preset, x. Since 
s&X*G Vy, prehv, x= x and consequently cy +:z x. 
Assume now that (2.1) holds for n = k where k is a positive integer. 
We then prove that (2.1) also holds for n = k + I. 
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Let cry V,, .xES* and cz&:’ x. Thus we have LY =3 [.-, Z-1” F-, x. If x’ = A, then 
clearly a 3 i_: ’ x = . 1. Therefore assume that X f A. Thus 
and, for 1 s i s 111, LY, E VI, X; E C* md ai+ I;-, x;. 
From the inductive hypothesis it .collows that a, =+ i- x, ( 1 c i s 112) and 
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Claim 2.4 
(SIM 1’) fx + p; x’ implies 
(there exists a production cy ’ + pi z’ such that presc f z’ = x’, 
erv; z’ = y’ and y” =+& 7 @plies 7’ = A whenever’ k = stepF; x’ < co). 
(SIM 2’) QI’E Vl,, a’ *p; z’, pres,; z’ =J x’, erv; t’ = y’ imply 
( LY’ +p, x’, and y’ =$; 8 implies y” = A whenever k = stepF; x’ < 00). 
Proof. (SIM 1’) and $3kl2’) follow from the construction of F,1 and from the 
observation that for x’ E (Vl, )*, stepF; x’ > stepF, p- ‘(x’). 0 
Proof of Lemma 2.3 (continued). From Claim 2.4 and Lemma 2.2 we immediately 
get that L(F’, ) = L(Fi). 
(ii) LetFi =(V; u Vi, C’, Ps, S’) 4 F2(p) where Vl, E p( V,) and V> E G( Vlj. 
Observe that Vl, n Vi = v) and (Y’ ~$4 x’ implies x’ E ( Vi )* for a’ E V ?. 
Let Pi ={a’+presv; Z$‘E V), and LY’ jr; z’}. Finally let F’, =( V’,.-2’. P’,, S’). 
Clearly F’, 4 F, (p ). 
Now we prove that L( F’, ) = L( Fs). This fo’llows from the fact that, for Fi and 
F& Claim 2.4 holds. The validity of Claim 2.4 follows from the construction of Fi, 
the properties of F, and F2 and from the fact that step,-; x’ 3 stepE;, c-‘(x’) for 
_h(V;)*. ThusL(F;)=L(FL,). 
(iii) From (i) and (ii) we get Y(F,) = Y(F,). 
Observe that for F’, = ( V;, C’, Pi. S’) C F, we have constructed on Fh = 
(V), v vl,, 2’. Pi. S’) d F2 such that Vi n Vh = Q) and LY’J$X’ implies x’ E*( Vi)* 
for CX’ G Vi; hence Claim 2.4 holds. Thus for F’, U F1 there exists an Fi 4 F2 such 
that Y( F’,) = Y( F:). Hence .Y’“( F,) c Y’( F2). 
Conversely from (ii) we get that for each FL 4 F2 there exists an F; <I FI such 
that .Y’( FS ) = Y( F’, ). Hence 9”( 6) c Y”( Fl). Consequently Y’( F,) = L!“( F,). 
Using an inductive argument we get that ..Y”‘(F,) = Y’*( F2) for each positive 
integer fz. q 
The following example illustrates the above simulation result. 
Example 2.5. Let F1 and F2 be the following EOL forms: 
F, : S + AS, S -9 A, A -+ A’, A’ -+ a, a + aa, 
f-;1:S-+ASB,S-.1, A+d’.A~~+a,a+aa, B-+BI, Bpll. 
Using the notations from the statement of Lemma 2.3 vve get V2 ={ B, B,}. 
stcpI , AS = 2, gtepi.! A’ = 1. Then clearly the statement of Lemma 2.3 holds for F, 
and F>F 3ence Y”‘( F,) = Y”( F-J for each positive integer n. 
The fc ‘llowing lemma is a generalization of the result from [3] concerning synchron- 
ized EOL forms. 
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Lemma 2.6. For etlery synchronized E OL form G a propagating synchronized EOL 
form F can bc comtrucred such that .Y( G) = L?‘(F) and Y2( G) c Y2( F). 
Proof, We follow the proof in 133. Let G - ‘+I, 2, P, S) be a synchronized EOL 
form. Without loss of generality we assume that G is binary, N is the synchronization 
symbol and a --, 1j N for each (Y E V (see [3.4]). Hence the productions of P are of 
the following typ’x 
(1) 4-R (4 A+a 
(2) A-PBC (SF A-+N 
13) A-+ 1 (6, u-+N 
for A, 5. C in C’ -S a‘nd cI E S. 
We need the following notion. For X c_ V-C let 
l-7 .Y ) = { Y 1 Y 5 v - 1, there exist cq p ~1 f V-L)* such that cy 2 p, 
alph LY = X and alph p = Y ). 
Hcncc .y’( G’) = ‘/‘(F’) md thus .i/‘(G) cc Y“(F). C-J 
Proof. Let G = ( V, 2, P, S) and F = (U, C, Q, [S, @I) be as in the statement of the 
lemma. Let h., be the homomorphism on V* defined by h,,(a) = a,\ for each cy E V 
where 
e {C&E v)n(vu uj=@. 
The 
be the 
set P., is then defined as follows. For each (Y such that a! + & A let cy + x,, 
first production used in a shortest derivation of 14 starting from cy. Then 
Let 
P, = 
{ 
~,(cY)-*~~(x,)~(YE Vand W&I . 
Ci I 
v, = {a 1 1 a, occurs as left-hand side of an element of P,l} 
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Lemma 2.7. Let F and G be EOL forms as in the statement and proof of Lemma 
2.6. Then 2’“(F) c x”(G) for each positive integer n. 
and define the EOL form H = (U u V,,, “, y 0 u P,,, [S, Cn]), where for all X cr V-C 
and YE P(X), 
(1) [A,X]+[B, Y], where A-,,3, 
(2’) [A, X)-+[B, Y][C, Y]. where A jrBC. 
(2”) [A, X]+[B, Y u{C}]C,, if C=& .I, where A + p BC, 
(2”‘) [A, X]+ B,[C, Y u(B)]. if B+ 1; .I, where A -+ ,, RC, 
(3) all productions of P,, 
(4) [A, X1-a if (do P(X) and A +]>a, 
(S) [A. X]+N for all [A, X]c V, 
(6,) a-+ N for all a E 2. 
Clearly H 4 G, and so Y’(H) c Y”( (7) for each positive integer n. Moreover. 
F and H satisfy the statement of Lemma 2.3, thus Y”( Fj = 2’“(H) for each positive 
integer II. Consequently, Y”‘(F) c Y(G) for each positive integer iz which en& 
the proof of the lemma. q 
Finally, combining the results of Lemmas 2.6 and 2.7, we get our main result 
concerning n-families. 
Thearem 2.8. For every syrxhronized EOL form G a propagatirlg synchronized EOL 
form F cat1 be constructed such thtit ,‘I( G ) = 2” ( F) for each positive integer n. 
Proof. Let F and G be as in the statement and the proof of Lemma 2.6. The fact 
that Y”( G) = Y(F) for each positive integer n is proved using an inductive 
argument. We already know (see Lemma 2.6) that Y(G) = 2’(F). Assume that we 
have proved that Y”(G) = -I;pk(F) for a positive integer k. We then will argue that 
also Yk+ ’ (G) = yk+‘(F). Using 
ck 
(2.2) we get that for each G’ 4 G we can construct 
a F’ 4 F such that ork( G”) = .Y (F’). Consequently, Xki ‘(G) c Yk+*( F). Combin- 
ing this with Yk+* (F)cpTkil(G) (Lemma 2.7) yields Yk’l(G)=Z”“(F’). 0 
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